HHF EVENTS
2019 - 2020
FREE MEDICAL SCREENING CAMP AT SPRINGFIELD GIRLS SCHOOL

Medical Camp organized by HHF and Basheer and Sarwar Babu Khan charitable trust-free screening for NCDs like diabetes, hypertension, CAD, Obesity, dental and oral health, eye check-up, paediatrics and gynaecology on the occasion of the World Women’s day for women and children and supporting staff of the Springfield schools.
HHF RECOGNISES THE SELFLESS SERVICES OF ITS DOCTORS.

HHF felicitated the doctors and charities that are supporting it for the last 15 years, notable amongst the awarded were the yeoman services of Dr. S. Ananth Reddy, who conducted over 6000 reconstructive surgeries for Leprosy patients, several other doctors selfless services from the Government Hospitals was lauded in a brief award ceremony in which several prominent citizens, philanthropists participated. Mr. A.K. Khan, IPS, Advisor to the CM, Mr. R.H. Khwaja, IAS, former Secretary GOI, Mr. Vikram Rev Rao, Sivananda Rehabilitation Home, Dr. Surekha Pingle, Nawab Najaf Ali Khan and Mr. S. Mazharuddin Hussain, SEED, USA, all members of HHF advisory council were present.
SEED, USA our partner NGO, provided merit based scholarships to Post Graduates Students, INR 10.50 lacs was given as Memorial Scholarship to 36 candidate (10 PHDs, 15 MBBS & 10 LLMs), earlier 147 students from Weaker Sections were given INR 17.50 lacs grants, the event was chaired by Mr. A.K. Khan IPS, advisor to CM for Minority Welfare along with other Educationist and Prominent Citizens at Mesco Convention Centre.
Omania General Hospital Recognizes HHF Services on the occasion of Telangana Formation Day - 2019

*Ogh has recognised* and rewarded the services of HHF in helping the hospital improve its services and facilities for the patients. For the records, HHF provides hassle free mobility assistance with the help of 40 volunteers aided with 100 plus wheelchairs and stretchers in OPD of 1500 to 2000 patients daily. HHF bed side care givers attend to all unknown, abandoned patients every day that come to the hospital. HHF has with the support of its CSR partners like Round Table India, SEED-USA, SBI life Insurance, Safa Baitul Maal and Al Khair Foundation has improved seating, lighting, flooring and shed for waiting area. HHF also fulfils the needs of hundreds of poor patients for speciality test, medicines and implants which are not available in the Govt Hospitals on a daily basis it also provides transport and ambulance services free for needy patients particularly for funeral services. It is no wonder that OGH Superintendent has said that we are the eyes, hands and ears of the largest Govt Tertiary Hospital in T.S.
GREAT GRAND CHILDREN AND FAMILY OF NIZAM DONATE BLOOD AT OSMANIA GENERAL HOSPITAL.

The blood donation drive organised by HHF turned out to be a big success, about 80 units of blood was donated by different donors including the family members of the last Nizam of Hyderabad, including the young great grand children of the former ruler of Hyderabad, the volunteers of HHF not only donated blood but counselled several visitors to OGH to donate. Several doctors and RMOs of OGH donated the blood also. The blood donated is given free to poor patients in need by the hospital.
Govt Nizamia General Hospital (Unani) launched its first Hijama or cup therapy clinic in collaboration with HHF. The ancient cupping therapy was patronised by the Prophet Muhammad (PBUH) of Islam and also finds it mention in Ayurveda and is depicted in several ancient monuments in India. The cupping therapy will benefit patients suffering from several ailments like paralysis, arthritis, spondylitis, skin diseases and uses a combo of accu pressure and puncture to remove toxins from the blood. This is free of cost for all.
CHILKUR BALAJI PRIEST VISITS MASJID AND APPEALS TO BREAK WALLS AND MAKES BRIDGES.

On the occasion of the 1st anniversary of HHF Community Health Centre, which provided free treatment to 18500 under privileged people in 22 urban slums, an interfaith group led by Shri C.S. Rangarajan, head priest, Chilkur Balaji temple, Pastor B. Srinivas, Mufti Imtiaz, Mr. MKM Zafar from JIH and Br. Fayaq Khan of Masjid Is’haq, held a first of its kind meeting to work together for a community based social issues through dialogue and meaningful action which will help build mutual respect and trust and promote interfaith harmony.
THE INDEPENDENCE DAY CELEBRATIONS

HHF VOLUNTEERS WERE PROUDLY PART OF THE INDEPENDENCE DAY CELEBRATIONS – 2019
Across 20 plus state run hospitals in Hyd, where we offer our voluntary services. Several hospital administrators have appreciated the selfless work our volunteers in their address. We are proud of our volunteers who contribute to nation building by relentlessly working for the underprivileged.
IMPROVING INFRA IN GOVT HOSPITALS THROUGH OUR CSR PARTNERS
NEW ELEVATOR INSTALLED AT MALAKPET AREA HOSPITAL

HHF has donated a brand New Elevator to Malakpet Area Hospital, to ease dialysis patients to reach 2nd floor of the building, this has cost approximately ₹ 6.0 Lacs. The lift was inaugurated by Shri. C. S. Rangarajan, Chief Priest, Chilkur Balaji temple.
Upgraded 24-Hours Lab at Osmania General Hospital

Osmania General Hospital gets upgraded corporate style emergency lab. A new upgraded lab helping us improve the facilities and services at the state largest and oldest tertiary hospital for the benefit of poor patients.
2 SHEDS CONSTRUCTED FOR PATIENT ‘S AT OPATIENT BLOCK AND WAITING HALL FOR PATIENT ATTENDERS AT OSMANIA GENERAL HOSPITAL

HHF is pleased to inform its patrons that two shelters were inaugurated by Dr. B. Nagender, Superintendent, OGH, in the presence of several HODs and RMOs of OGH. HHF thanks its donors particularly the Round Table India for helping us improve the facilities and services at the state largest and oldest tertiary hospital for the benefit of poor patients.
CONVERTED WASTE SPACE INTO GREEN SPACE AT OSMANIA GENERAL HOSPITAL
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT

This would not have been possible without the blessing of Allah SWT & the support of all our donors.
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